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Abstract

Poetry generation, and creative language gener-001
ation in general, usually suffers from the lack of002
large training data. In this paper, we present a003
novel framework to generate sonnets that does004
not require training on poems. We design a005
hierarchical framework which plans the poem006
sketch before decoding. Specifically, a con-007
tent planning module is trained on non-poetic008
texts to obtain discourse-level coherence; then009
a rhyme module generates rhyme words and a010
polishing module introduces imagery and simi-011
les for aesthetics purposes. Finally, we design012
a constrained decoding algorithm to impose013
the meter-and-rhyme constraint of the gener-014
ated sonnets. Automatic and human evalua-015
tion show that our multi-stage approach with-016
out training on poem corpora generates more017
coherent, poetic, and creative sonnets than sev-018
eral strong baselines.1019

1 Introduction020

A sonnet is a fourteen-line poem with rigorous021

meter-and-rhyme constraints. In this paper, we aim022

at generating full-length sonnets that are logically023

and aesthetically coherent, without training on po-024

etic texts. There are several challenges for this025

ambitious goal.026

First, there are limited number of sonnets avail-027

able to train a fully supervised model. The only028

resource is a mere 3,355 sonnets collected by Lau029

et al. (2018) in Project Gutenberg (Hart, 2004),030

one of the largest free online libraries for English031

literature. While it is possible to train on related032

corpus such as general poems or English lyrics033

(Ghazvininejad et al., 2016), such approaches are034

not applicable to other languages if sizable po-035

etry/lyrics data do not exist. Moreover, even if036

large-scale creative texts exist, learning from and037

mimicking existing corpora is not creative by defi-038

nition and is unlikely to result in novel content.039

1Our code and data will be released upon acceptance.

a. Content Planning 
(trained on news and stories)

Title: A Retrospect

Line 1: recall, time, consider
Line 2: dark, gaze, stars
Line 3: day, bright, [R3]
Line 4: fog, snow, [R4]
…
Line 13: know, youth, trust
Line 14: romantic, love, [R14] 

b. Rhyme Pairs Generation
(the CMU dictionary)

Line 1:  spent, time, consider

Line 3: day, bright, glitter

…

Line 2:  dark, gaze, stars

Line 4: fog, snow, Mars

Rhyme Scheme:     ABAB CDCD EFEF GG 

Recall the time and having me consider,
x/x / /x x / x x/ 

d. Sonnet Generation
(trained on news and stories) Meter-

Constrained
Decoding

c. Polishing for Aesthetics
(Imagery pairs, simile phrases)

Imagery:
Line 3:   day à sun
Line 14: love à rose

Simile: 
Line 3:   bright like diamond
Line 4:   white like snow 

Discourse-
level
Coherence

Aesthetics

…

(/x/)
(/x/x)

Figure 1: An overview of our approach. The content
planning module generates keywords while maintain-
ing discourse-level coherence. The second module form
rhyming pairs and the polishing module enrich the imag-
ination and add poetic flavor. Finally, we generate the
sonnet with a meter-constrained decoding algorithm.
Note that all four steps do not require poem/sonnet data.

Second, coherence remains a known issue 040

among previous works on poetry generation. Ex- 041

isting works mainly focus on conforming to the 042

format constraints (i.e., meter-and-rhyme), or gen- 043

erating a small stanza with a typical length of four 044

(Lau et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2019; Yi et al., 2020). 045

For full-length sonnets, Ghazvininejad et al. (2016) 046

propose to use topical words as rhyme words to 047

achieve topical relatedness, but the generated son- 048
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nets are not discourse-level coherent. They later049

generate discourse-level coherent English sonnets050

through French-English translation (Ghazvininejad051

et al., 2018). Generating logically and aesthetically052

ordered poems without relying on content transla-053

tion from other languages remains a challenge.054

With all these in mind, we propose to generate055

sonnets without any poetic data. Our framework,056

SONG, is shown in Figure 1, and consists of four057

components: content planning, rhyme pairing, pol-058

ishing for aesthetics and final decoding. The first059

three steps provide salient points for the sonnet as a060

sketch. The last step is responsible of “translating”061

the sketch into well-formed sonnets.062

Specifically, the content planning step is trained063

on a combination of news and stories to generate064

keywords per sentence, which aims at equipping065

the model with general world knowledge to con-066

struct a coherent text world. However, the language067

used by poems is different from that of standard068

texts because it follows certain rhetorical rhythm069

and is full of vivid descriptions that appeals to read-070

ers’ senses and imagination (Gibbs Jr et al., 1994).071

To this end, in the polishing step we leverage ex-072

ternal knowledge and incorporate two figurative073

speeches (i.e., simile and imagery) into the planned074

keywords to boost vividness and imagination. Step075

rhyme and final decoding steps are designed to076

impose the meter-and-rhyme constraints.077

While previous works on plan-and-write rely078

on training data from the target task domain (e.g.,079

stories, dialogue conversations) for improved per-080

formance, we on the other hand adopt content plan-081

ning to disentangle the training from the decoding082

step and circumvent the shortage of training data.083

We summarize our contributions as follow:084

• We propose SONG, a sonnet generation frame-085

work that does not require training on poem data,086

by disentangling training from decoding. Specifi-087

cally, we first learn to predict context and rhyme088

words from news and story dataset, and then pol-089

ish the predicted keywords to promote creativity.090

A constrained decoding algorithm is designed to091

impose the meter-and-rhyme constraints while092

incorporating the keywords.093

• We develop two novel evaluation metrics to mea-094

sure the quality of the generated poems: auto-095

matic format checking and novelty evaluation096

(i.e., diversity and imageability).097

• Human evaluation shows that SONG generates098

more discourse-level coherent, poetic, creative, 099

and emotion-evoking sonnets than its baselines. 100

2 Background 101

In this section, we introduce the characteristics of 102

sonnets in terms of structure, meter and rhyme. We 103

then define important terminologies. 104

2.1 The Structures of Sonnets 105

We aim to generate the two most representative 106

sonnets: Shakespearean and Petrarchan. Sonnets 107

make use of rhymes in a repeating pattern called 108

rhyme schemes as shown in Table 1. For example, 109

when writing a Shakespearean sonnet, poets usually 110

adopt the rhyme scheme of ABABCDCDEFEFGG. 111

Although all sonnets have 14 lines, a Petrarchan 112

sonnet consists of an 8-line stanza called an octave 113

followed by a 6-line stanza called a sestet. On 114

the other hand, a Shakespearean sonnet consists of 115

three 4-line quatrains and a 2-line rhyming couplet 116

which leaves the reader with a lasting impression. 117

# of
Lines

Iambic
Penta Structure Rhyme

Scheme

Shakespear-
ean Sonnet 14 Yes 3 quatrain

1 couplet

ABAB
CDCD
EFEFGG

Petrarchan
Sonnet 14 Yes 1 octave

1 sestet

ABBA
ABBA
CDECDE

Table 1: Comparison between a Shakespearean sonnet
and a Petrarchan sonnet.

2.2 Meter Constraints 118

Most sonnet conform to iambic pentameter, a se- 119

quence of ten syllables alternating between un- 120

stressed (x or da) and stressed syllables (/ or DUM). 121

Strictly speaking, each line reads with the rhythm 122

(da-DUM)5, which enhances the tone for the poem 123

and operates like an echo. In reality, there are many 124

rhythmic variations. For example, the first foot is 125

often reversed to sound more assertive, and can be 126

written as (DUM-da * (da-DUM)4). Another de- 127

parture from the standard ten-syllable pattern is to 128

append an addition unstressed syllable to the end, 129

forming feminine rhymes which can be written as 130

((da-DUM)5*da). 131

2.3 Rhyme Words, Couplets and Patterns 132

A pair of rhyme words consists of two words that 133

have the same or similar ending sound. A rhyming 134

couplet is a pair of rhymed lines. For example, 135

Line 1&3, 2&4 in Figure 1 are two pairs of rhyming 136
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couplets. From the CMU pronunciation dictionary137

(Weide, 1998), we know that “fall" and “thaw"138

in Figure 1 are strict rhyming pairs because they139

have exactly the same phonetic endings: "AO L".140

“Leaves" ("IY V Z") and “trees" ("IY Z") are141

slant rhymes, because they have the same stressed142

vowels, while the ending consonants are similar143

but not identical.144

2.4 Terminology145

We formally define the following terms:146
• Sketch: The sketch of a poem contains three147

aspects: 1) content words that cover the key con-148

cepts or main ideas, 2) the rhyme words to appear149

at the end of each line, and 3) the modification of150

keywords for aesthetics.151

• Keywords K: content words and rhyme words152

combined. They contain main ideas of a poem153

and define the rhyming pattern.154

• Content words C: keywords that do not appear155

in the end of each line. We target at predicting 2156

context words per line, Ci1 and Ci2.157

• Rhyme words R: words in the end of each line.158

For example, in a Shakespearean sonnet with the159

rhyme scheme ABABCDCDEFEFGG, there are160

seven pairs of rhyme words: R1R3, R2R4, ...,161

and R13R14.162

• Initial rhyming lines IInit: index of the lines163

that the first rhyme word in a rhyming couplet164

appears (e.g., IInit = [1, 2, 5, 6, 9, 10, 13] for a165

Shakesperean sonnet and IInit = [1, 2, 9, 10, 11]166

for a Petrarchan sonnet).167

3 Approach168

Overview As is shown in Figure 1, our sonnet169

generation model can be divided into four steps. At170

step a, we train a title-to-outline module by finetun-171

ing T5 (Raffel et al., 2019) on keywords extracted172

from news reports and stories. During inference173

time, we generate a fourteen-line sonnet sketch that174

contain those content words C (Section 3.1). At175

step b, we aim at forming the correct rhyming pairs.176

We first select the initial rhyme words from Ci for177

i ∈ IInit, and then generate the remaining rhyme178

words (i.e., for i ∈ IInit) by forcing the decoder to179

sample from a vocabulary pool that contains strict180

and slant rhyme words (Section 3.2). At step c, we181

infuse imagery and simile as two figurative devices182

to C (Section 3.3). In the last step, we leverage183

a fine-tuned language model with constrained de-184

coding algorithm to impose the meter-and-rhyme185

constraints (Section 3.4).186

Generate keywords 
given the title: 
Prince Andrew loses 
military titles. 

prince, stop, highness.
face, assault, allegation.

…
huge, rapid, retreat. 

A.

Title: Prince Andrew 
loses military titles. 
Line 1: [K11, K12, K13]. 
Line 2: [K21, K22, K23].

…
Line N: [KN1, KN2, KN3]. 

Title: Prince Andrew loses 
military titles. 
Line 1: [prince, stop, highness]. 
Line 2: [face, assault,
allegation].

…
Line N: [huge, rapid, retreat]. 

B.

Figure 2: A comparison diagram of two input-output
formats to train the first module. While format A is most
straight-forward, there is no control over the output
structure. Therefore, we purposefully design the prompt
shown in format B to control the number of keywords
and the number of lines to be generated. Kij represents
the mask tokens at the i-th sentence.

3.1 Content Planning 187

For each piece of news or stories, we train a title-to- 188

keywords framework that predicts the outline. To 189

this end, we first extract three most salient words 190

per line using the RAKE (Rose et al., 2010) al- 191

gorithm, which is a domain-independent keyword 192

extraction technique. 193

Controllable Text Formatting We then leverage 194

the task adaptability of the pretrained T5 (Raffel 195

et al., 2019) to predict the keywords of the whole 196

body. As a unified framework that treats every 197

text processing task as a “text-to-text” problem, 198

T5 can be easily adapted to our task as shown in 199

Figure 2.A, where the input is an instruction to 200

generate the sketch given the title, and the outputs 201

are multiple keywords for each line. However, we 202

need a mechanism to specify the number of lines 203

and keywords to be generated, since we train on 204

prosaic texts with varying formats but infer only on 205

the 14-line sonnets. 206

To solve this problem and gain control over the 207

poem structures, we format the input and output as 208

shown in Figure 2.B. Specifically, we use [MASK] 209

tokens as placeholders for the keywords. Now that 210

one [MASK] token on the input side corresponds 211

to exactly one word on the output side, we are able 212

to specify the number of lines and keywords during 213

the inference time. 214

3.2 Generating Rhyme Words 215

Our title-to-outline model is trained to generate 216

keywords, regardless of the rhyme constraints. In 217

this section, we describe the procedure to generate 218

rhyme pairs. Specifically, we force the model to 219

generate a 14-line outline, with two or three content 220

words for each line depending on whether the line 221
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“Title: The Four Seasons.
Keywords: [plums, autumn, leaves].
Keywords: [trees, quivering, fall].
Keywords: [tangled, branches, R3].
Keywords: [fog, snow, R4].

…
Keywords: [blossoming, lemon, fell].
Keywords: [swirl, air, R14].”

Figure 3: An example input to query the remaining
rhyme words during the inference time. Rhyme words
in the same background color form a rhyming pair.
is an initial rhyming line:222

Keywordsi =
{

[Ki1,Ki2,Ki3] , if i in IInit
[Ki1,Ki2] , otherwise.

(1)223

where Kij represents the j-th keyword in the i-224

th line. Among the three keywords in the initial225

rhyming lines, we select the last word as the initial226

rhyme word.227

Rhyme Pairs Generation Given the initial228

rhyme words, we then retrieve all the possible229

rhyme words R based on their phonetics informa-230

tion from the CMU prounounciation dictionary231

(Weide, 1998). This include strict rhymes and232

slant rhymes. For instance, in Figure 3, the re-233

trieved rhyme word candidates R for ‘leaves’ are234

[‘achieves’, ‘believes’, ‘Steves’, ‘trees’, ...]. The235

probability distribution for generating the rhyme236

word wR from the candidate list R is modified as:237

P ′(wR) =

{
p(wR|context)∑
x∈R p(x|context) , if wR ∈ R

0 , otherwise.
(2)238

where p(wR|·) is the original word probability239

yielded by the title-to-outline decoder.240

3.3 Polishing Context Words for Aesthetics241

Now, we have the generated context words and242

rhyme words that are discourse-level coherent yet243

less vivid. To this end, we use external knowl-244

edge to incorporate two figurative devices into the245

planned keywords: imagery and simile.246

Imagery We leverage the <symbol, imagery>247

pairs (e.g., <love, rose>) in the ConceptNet dataset248

(Liu and Singh, 2004) and finetune a imagery249

generation model from a pretrained model called250

COMmonsEnse Transformer (Bosselut et al., 2019)251

(COMeT). It is trained on imagery pairs to gener-252

ate the imagery word given the symbolism word253

as input. At inference time, we randomly sample254

multiple nouns from the sketch to predict their im-255

ageries, and only make replacement for the two256

Algorithm 1 Gen Valid Tokens
1: function GEN( gent, stresst)
2: Parameter: Int - t ▷ current time step
3: Parameter: Int - N ▷ num of return samples
4: Parameter: List - CW ▷ context words yet to include
5: Input: List of strings - gent, stresst ▷ generated beams

at time step t and corresponding 0/1 stress series
6: Output: List of strings - gent+1, stresst+1

7: Initialize gent+1, stresst+1 to empty
8: for gen, stress in zip(gent, stresst) do
9: ▷ repeat topk sampling N times and return all generations

10: tokens = generate_next(gen, N ).to_set()
11: for c in CW do
12: if c not in tokens then
13: tokens.append(c)
14: for t in tokens do ▷ check for meter constraints
15: if satisfy(t, stress) then
16: update gent+1, stresst+1, CW
17: else
18: continue

return gent+1, stresst+1 ▷ call recursively until
10 or 11 syllables are generated and disregard the metric
line unless all three keywords are incorporated.

most confident generations. For example in Figure 257

1, both <day, sun> and <love, rose> are generated, 258

yet we only replace ‘love’ with ‘rose’, because the 259

probability of generating the latter pair is much 260

higher than the former pair. 261

Simile A simile phrase consists of two parts: 262

the adjective and the figurative vehicle. For ex- 263

ample, ‘sudden like a flash’ is a simile phrase 264

where ‘a flash’ is the figurative vehicle of ‘sud- 265

den’. We leverage the simile generation model by 266

Chakrabarty et al. (2020) as an off-the-shelf tool 267

to generate simile vehicles from adjectives and cal- 268

culate the possibility.2 At inference time, we ran- 269

domly sample multiple adjectives from the sketch 270

to predict their figurative vehicles, and only keep 271

the most confident ones. In addition, we also make 272

sure the generated simile phrase conforms to the 273

iambic-meter constraint. For example in Figure 274

1, the phrase ‘bright like diamond’ (/x/x) follows 275

the iambic meter, whereas another phrase such as 276

‘shining like diamond’ (/xx/x) will be disregarded. 277

3.4 Sketch to Sonnet Generation 278

Generating the full sonnet requires more powerful 279

pretrained model than generating the outlines. We 280

fine-tune GPT-Neo-2.7B on the same combination 281

of news and stories data as a language model to 282

generate the sonnet. In order to write fluent and 283

poetic languages that meet the meter-and-rhyme 284

constraints, we make the following adaptations. 285

2https://github.com/tuhinjubcse/SimileGeneration-
EMNLP2020
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First, to effectively incorporate the rhyme words286

at the end of each line, we follow previous methods287

(Ghazvininejad et al., 2016; Van de Cruys, 2020)288

and generate the whole sonnet line-by-line in re-289

verse, starting from the final rhyme word to the290

first word. That is to say, our language model is291

finetuned to generate right to left. Second, we in-292

clude the sketch in the prompt, so that the decoder293

will learn to give higher probability for these key-294

words. We also include the previously generated295

lines in the prompt so that the full sonnet will be296

more coherent. A simile phrase in the sketch is297

considered fixed that cannot be modified. Namely,298

we force to generate the whole phrase when the299

first word in the phrase is decoded. Third, we de-300

sign a decoding strategy which modifies the beam301

search algorithm to impose the meter-and-rhyme302

constraint. Algorithm 1 displays the skeleton of303

our decoding strategy. At each decoding step, we304

apply rhythm control, so that only those tokens that305

satisfy the iambic-pentameter and its two variations306

(listed in Section 2.2) are kept in the beams. We307

recursively generate the next token until 10 or 11308

syllables are generated and make up a metric line309

where all the context words are incorporated.310

4 Experimental Setup311

4.1 Dataset312

Our approach does not require poem data. The313

training dataset for the content planing module and314

the decoding module is a combination of 4,500315

CNN news summary (Hermann et al., 2015) and316

16,000 short stories crawled from Reddit3. We317

remove those articles that contain conversations,318

urls, or are too long (>50 lines) or too short (<8319

lines). During decoding, we generate sonnets using320

top-k sampling and set no_repeat_ngram_size to 3321

to promote creativity and avoid repetition.322

4.2 Baselines323

Hafez A program that is trained on lyrics324

data and generates sonnets on a user-supplied325

topic (Ghazvininejad et al., 2018). It combines326

RNNs with a finite state automata to meet the meter327

and rhyme constraints. Hafez is the state-of-the-art328

model that generates full-length sonnets but it does329

not train on standard, non-poetic texts.330

Few-shot GPT-3 We utilize the most capable331

model in the GPT-3 family (Brown et al., 2020),332

3https://www.reddit.com/r/shortscarystories/

GPT3-davinci4, as a strong baseline to follow in- 333

structions and generate sonnets. In the prompt, we 334

provide two examples of standard sonnets and then 335

instruct the model to generate a sonnet given the 336

title. We force the output to be exactly 14 lines. 337

Prosaic An stronger version of nmf, the first (and 338

only) model to generate rhyming verses from pro- 339

saic texts (Van de Cruys, 2020) by modifying the 340

word probability of rhyme and topical words. For 341

fair comparison, we replace the original encoder- 342

decoder with the more powerful GPT2 and force 343

the output to be 14 lines. 344

SONG w/o fig The model consisting of step a, 345

c, and d as illustrated in Figure 1, but without the 346

polishing the sketch for figurative devices. Our full 347

model consisting of 4 modules is called SONG. 348

4.3 Automatic Evaluation 349

It is difficult and thus uncommon to automati- 350

cally evaluate the quality of poems. For exam- 351

ple, Ghazvininejad et al. (2016) and Van de Cruys 352

(2020) exclude automatic evaluation, with the later 353

stating “Automatic evaluation measures that com- 354

pute the overlap of system output with gold refer- 355

ence texts such as BLEU or ROUGE are of little 356

use when it comes to creative language generation." 357

Here, we propose to evaluate the generated poems 358

in two aspects: format and novelty. 359

Format Checking For rhyme checking, we 360

count the percentage of rhyme pairs that belong to 361

strict or slant rhymes. For meter checking, we con- 362

sider the following most common scenarios men- 363

tioned in Section 2.2: the standard Iambic Pentame- 364

ter; the first foot reversed; and a feminine rhyme. 365

In all scenarios, words that are monosyllables can 366

serve as both stressed and unstressed syllables. For 367

a looser standard, we also calculate the percentage 368

of valid lines that contain either 10 or 11 syllables. 369

Novelty We follow the settings in exsiting works 370

Yi et al. (2018, 2020) and calculate the Distinct-2 371

scores (Li et al., 2015) to measure the diversity of 372

generated poems. Besides, imagery is another im- 373

portant feature of poems as pointed out by linguis- 374

tic studies Kao and Jurafsky (2012); Silk (2006). 375

Here, we calculate Imageability score to assess how 376

well a poem invokes mental pictures of concrete ob- 377

jects. Specifically, we extracted the features from 378

the resource by Tsvetkov et al. (2014), who use 379

4https://beta.openai.com/docs/engine
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Model Name Format Checking Novelty

Rhyme Meter Syllable Dist-2 Img

Hafez 98.3% 76.8% 95.7% 84.8 0.44
Fewshot GPT-3 14.0% 17.6% 30.9% 85.3 0.48
Prosaic 100% 10.1% 19.0% 84.9 0.46

SONG w/o fig 100% 77.7% 98.6% 86.6 0.49
SONG 100% 75.6% 98.4% 86.6 0.51

Human 94.6% 70.7% 81.8% 0.87 0.52

Table 2: Automatic evaluation results for rhyme, meter,
syllable checking, distinct scores, and imageability (Img
in the table). Best machine scores are underlined.

a supervised learning algorithm to calculate the380

imageability ratings of 150,114 terms. For each381

poem, we average the ratings of all its words after382

removing the stop words.383

4.4 Human Expert Judgement384

Considering the expertise required to appreciate385

sonnets, we recruit 6 professionals that hold a bach-386

elor’s degree in English literature or related majors387

as domain experts to annotate the generated sonnets.388

We provide detailed instructions and ask them to389

evaluate the each poem on a scale from 1 (not at all)390

to 5 (very) on the following criteria: 1) Discourse391

Coherence: whether the sonnet is well organized,392

with the sentences smoothly connected and flow393

together logically and aesthetically, 2) Original-394

ity/Creativity: the usage of original ideas in the395

poem, including imagination, rhetorical devices,396

etc., 3) Poetic in language: how well the poem397

adopts descriptive and vivid language that often398

has an economical or condensed usage, 4) Emo-399

tion Evoking: if the poem is emotionally abundant400

and make the readers emphasize with the writer. At401

last, we ask the annotators to judge if the sonnet is402

written by a poet with serious goals to write a poem.403

In total, we evaluate 50 sonnets for each baseline404

and the gold standard (human) model. Each son-405

net is rated by three professionals. The average406

inter-annotator agreement (IAA) in terms of Pear-407

son correlation is 0.61 with p-value <0.01, meaning408

that our collected ratings are highly reliable. We409

also conduct paired t-test for significance testing.410

The difference between our best performing model411

and the best baseline is significant.412

5 Results and Analysis413

5.1 Results of Automatic Evaluation414

Table 2 summarizes the format checking and nov-415

elty scores of our model compared to the baselines.416

DC O P E WH

Hafez 3.09 3.01 3.05 2.95 41.3%
Few-shot GPT3 3.43 3.10 2.86 3.11 52.7%
Prosaic 3.25 2.95 2.97 2.98 46.0%

SONG w/o fig 3.57* 3.25 3.35 3.13 58.7%
SONG 3.52 3.41* 3.66* 3.22* 62.0%*

Human 3.82 3.54 3.68 3.56 83.3%

Table 3: Expert ratings on several criteria to assess son-
net quality: discourse-level coherence (DC), original-
ity/creativity (O), poeticness in language (P), emotion
evoking (E), and written by human (WH). We show
average scores with 1 denoting the worst and 5 the best.
We boldface/underline the best/second best scores. ∗
denotes that paired t-test shows that our model varia-
tions (SONG w/o fig, and SONG) outperform the
best baseline in all aspects with statistical significance
(p-value < 0.05).

We can see that human poets tend to incorporate 417

more variations and do not strictly follow the me- 418

ter and rhyme constraints, which computers are 419

good at. GPT-3 fails to learn the sonnet formats 420

through massive pretraining and few-shot learn- 421

ing despite its gigantic size. Prosaic falls short of 422

meter-checking because is only trained to generate 423

rhyming verses. Since we utilize the the phonet- 424

ics information provided in the CMU dictionary, 425

SONG achieves 100% success in rhyme words 426

pairing. As for novelty, SONG generates most di- 427

versely and is best at that arousing mental pictures 428

of concrete objects among machines. 429

5.2 Results of Human Evaluation 430

Table 3 presents the performance of the afore- 431

mentioned evaluation criteria: coherence, original- 432

ity, poeticness, and emotion-evoking. Our mod- 433

els (SONG w/o fig, and SONG) outperform the 434

baselines in all aspects by a large margin. Com- 435

pared with Prosaic which also generates poems 436

from non-poetic texts, our models generates more 437

coherent sonnets with great statistical significance 438

(p-value < 0.01), showing the superiority of explicit 439

sketch planning over generating from scratch (i.e., 440

end-to-end generation). 441

Comparison between our own models. 442

SONG w/o fig generates more coherently than 443

SONG (p-value < 0.10). However, SONG 444

achieves high scores in originality, poeticness by 445

a large margin (+0.2). Hence, we still consider 446

it as our best model. It is also noteworthy that 447

SONG is the most emotion-evoking system 448

among all machines even though we do not have 449
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explicit sentiment control. Poem theories have450

shown that emotion appeals lie in the following451

aspects: the general topic, the word choice, vivid452

descriptions, figurative language, insights and453

experience (Scheub, 2002). We posit that aesthetic454

features in the SONG arouse emotion appeals.455

Analysis for high poeticness. SONG is on par456

with humans in terms of poeticness score, meaning457

that our models generate highly descriptive, vivid,458

and condensed text. With manual examination,459

we attribute such high poeticness to three aspects.460

First, the imagery and similes clearly represents461

traits of poems. Second, in keyword-planning we462

ensure that at least three concepts will be presented463

per line, and thus the generation module naturally464

become economical in word usage to include all465

the information. Lastly, with the constraint decod-466

ing algorithm to insert keywords, we inevitably467

become less natural (e.g., miss conjunctions and468

auxiliary verbs). While this can be a drawback in469

other generation tasks, the occasional omission of470

such auxiliary words is just opportune for sonnets,471

and adds to the flavor of a poem. The examples in472

table 4 helps demonstrate these points.473

6 Qualitative Analysis474

6.1 Case Study475

We conduct case study to better understand the476

advantages of our model over the baselines. Table477

4 lists the generated sonnets by Hafez, Prosaic and478

SONG given the same title: “The Four Seasons".479

Problems with the Baselines Hafez chooses480

words that are related to the title as rhyme words.481

However, topically related rhyme words are not482

sufficient for overall coherence. While it is locally483

understandable, the sonnet generated by Hafez is484

divergent and disconnected when sentences are put485

together. On the other hand, Prosaic mimics the486

rhyme and topical properties of poems, but still487

generate highly prosaic and colloquial sentences488

that are not poetic at all.489

Advantages of Our Model Thanks to con-490

tent planning, SONG w/o fig generates a well-491

organized sonnet that describes the four seasons492

from winter to autumn in a logical order. Despite493

minor grammar errors, the full model SONG ben-494

efits from vivid descriptions and natural imagery495

such as ‘whispers rumors of a winter coming’,496

‘blossom of the season’, and ‘sudden like a flash’.497

Figure 4: Pie chart showing whether the generated son-
net be condensed into the planed keywords.

6.2 Impact of Keywords 498

By comparing SONG w/o fig versus Prosaic, our 499

human evaluation results already show that content 500

planning contributes to discourse-level coherence. 501

In addition, we provide the keywords along with 502

the sonnet generated by SONG, and ask human 503

annotators to judge if the sonnet can be condensed 504

into those keywords. Results are shown in Figure 505

4. We observe that 82% of the time the planed 506

keywords successfully guide the generation by pro- 507

viding salient points of the sonnet. We then conduct 508

error analysis on the rest 18%. Top two reasons 509

among the fail cases are: 1) the decoding step gen- 510

erates novel contents that are not represented by 511

the keywords (8%), and 2) the polishing step alters 512

the original meaning of planed keywords (6%). 513

6.3 Limitation and Future Direction 514

Sonnets are divided in to multiple stanzas. Lines 515

within a stanza are more interlaced than across 516

stanza, and the start of a new one usually indi- 517

cates transition to another viewpoint. Our current 518

approach could not capture such structural charac- 519

teristics during planning and generation, and we 520

hope to investigate these features in future work. 521

7 Related Work 522

Poetry Generation Automatic poetry generation 523

before the deep learning age relies heavily on tem- 524

plates, norms, or rule-based approaches (Gervás, 525

2001; Manurung, 2004; Manurung et al., 2012). 526

Neural approaches to automatic poetry generation 527

pay little attention to the coherence issue of long 528

poems. For example, Wang et al. (2016); Lau 529

et al. (2018); Yi et al. (2018); Liu et al. (2019) 530

merely target at generating the first stanza (four 531

lines) of a poem. For longer poems such as sonnets, 532

Ghazvininejad et al. (2016) propose to use related 533

words as rhyme words to achieve topical related- 534

ness, and later propose to generate discourse-level 535

coherent English sonnets by French-English trans- 536

lation (Ghazvininejad et al., 2018). Van de Cruys 537

(2020) propose a naive RNN framework to gener- 538
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Hafez Score Prosaic Score

Delightful hours over long ago,
Succeed to hang the little hook and light.
The darker still and more extended snow,
The fresh invention bore the better night.

Another party started getting heavy,
And never had a little bit of summer.
And got a trigger on the finger really,
Or something going by the name of winter.

Retreat the colors and fun in afternoon
And bought the tickets loved a royal song
A sacred person join and ride in moon
Away the author go and winding long,

Oh maybe get a little out of sight,
And wounded victim suffered from the site.

C: 2.7

O: 3.0

P: 3.0

E: 3.0

The leaves fall and the air is cooler,
Were we known with seasons? Spring is coming,
Of course there isn’t that much humor,
And it is now blooming.

Even when everyone else’s warm,
Someone would want to know what we could do in may,
else we didn’t known – It was the first storm,
It’s how they used to do every other day.

What aren’t you looking up Right behind us, no clouds,
Just know no one’s will ever see the clouds or thunder,
And nobody other than the crowds,
Before now, we had just started to wonder.

We all aren’t sure what we can keep,
they couldn’t see me, like they were about to reap.

C: 3.3

O: 2.7

P: 3.0

E: 3.3

SONG w/o fig Score SONG Score

Falling snow, I feel a little cooler,
Is a sign of stormy winter coming,
Meet the honest friends and gather humor,
Happy spring and just admire the blooming.

The heat and ocean air becoming warm,
Little birds and beautiful songs in May,
Leaves and flowers probably just the storm,
Among the lunar moons and summer day.

Sudden rain and downpour from the thunder,
And summer always fill hotels with crowds,
Take a shower and give the spring a wonder,
Watch the blue sky and far behind the clouds.

In months the future vegetables reap,
The years and seasons never really keep.

C: 3.7

O: 3.3

P: 3.3

E: 3.0

The snow is falling, whether getting cooler,
Whispers rumors of a winter coming,
Gather honest, peace and love and humor,
Blossom of the happy season blooming.

Wind gets heat and the air becoming warm,
The birds enjoy the little lovely may,
Beneath the leaves, flowers survive the storm,
The moon is shining on a summer day.

Sudden like a flash comes rain with thunder,
The summer vibes fill the running crowds,
Because of shower, spring became a wonder,
The sky is high and blue like sea with clouds.

The coming months are watching future reap,
Those years and seasons bring us all to keep.

C: 3.7

O: 4.0

P: 4.0

E: 3.3

Table 4: An example of the generated sonnets from four systems with the same title: “The Four Seasons". The
scores are average numbers of three human ratings on the following criteria: coherence (C), originality (O), poetic
in language (P), and emotion evokingness (E). We underline the planed keywords and highlight the figurative
languages in blue.

ate rhyming verses from prosaic texts by imposing539

a priori word probability constraints. We on the540

other hand achieve discourse-level coherence by541

learning from standard, non-poetic texts.542

Other related works to boost the creativity of543

generated poems include adding rhetorical (Liu544

et al., 2019) and influence factors (e.g., historical545

background) as latent variables (Yi et al., 2020).546

To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to547

explore adding both figurative speeches and meter-548

and-rhyme constraints to poetry generation without549

relying on poetry data.550

Content Planning Content planning for auto-551

matic text generation originates in the 1970s (Mee-552

han, 1977). Recently, the plan-and-write genera-553

tion framework has shown to be efficient in creative554

content generation (Wang et al., 2016; Martin et al.,555

2018; Yao et al., 2019; Gao et al., 2019). The frame-556

work employs a hierarchical paradigm and helps557

to produce more coherent and controllable genera-558

tion than generating from scratch (Fan et al., 2019; 559

Goldfarb-Tarrant et al., 2020). However, all exist- 560

ing works under this line learn the storyline/plot 561

from the target domain for improved coherence. 562

We on the other hand adopt content planning to dis- 563

entangle the training from the decoding step which 564

aims at circumventing the shortage of sizable cre- 565

ative contents for training supervised models. 566

8 Conclusion 567

We investigate the possibility of generating sonnets 568

without training on poems at all. We propose a 569

hierarchical planning-based framework to generate 570

sonnets which first plans the high-level content of 571

the poem, refine the predicted keywords by adding 572

poetic features, and then achieve decoding-time 573

control to impose the meter-and-rhyme constraints. 574

Extensive automatic and expert evaluation show 575

that our model can generate sonnets that use rich 576

imagery and are globally coherent, poetic, and emo- 577

tion provoking. 578
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Appendix710

A Experimental Setup711

Configurations We finetune the pretrained T5712

for 10 epochs for the “content planning” compo-713

nent, and finetune GPT-Neo-2.7B for 6 epochs for714

the decoding component. We use one Nvidia A100715

40GB GPU. The average training time is 5 10 hours716

for each experiment.717

Decoding Strategy For decoding, we generate718

sonnets from our models using a top-k random719

sampling scheme. At each time step, the model720

generates the word probability and randomly sam-721

ple from the k = 50 most likely candidates from722

this distribution. To avoid repetition and encourage723

creativity, we set no_repeat_ngram_size to 3 and724

use a softmax temperature of 0.9.725

Human Evaluation Considering the expertise726

required, human evaluators are paid $25 per hour.727

We also explained that the collected ratings will be728

used for analysis and will be reported in scientific729

papers.730
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